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Communication
A Broadband and High-Gain Endfire Antenna Array Fed

by Air-Substrate Parallel Strip Line
Yuefeng Hou , Yue Li , Zhijun Zhang , and Zhenghe Feng

Abstract— A broadband and high-gain endfire antenna array fed by an
air-substrate parallel strip line is proposed in this communication. It has
a simple and planar structure consisting of multiple dipole radiating
elements and one parallel strip line. By utilizing the center-fed dipole
working between the first and third resonances as the radiating element,
the antenna array could obtain stable radiating capability over a broad
bandwidth. Fed by an air-substrate parallel strip line working on the
TEM mode, the antenna array achieves a moderate phase constant, which
is helpful for realizing stable endfire radiation. The radiating element
separation is optimized to eliminate the high-order spatial harmonics,
ensuring single beam radiation. Fabricated by thin copper plates, the
merits of the antenna array include lightweight, low cost, and easy
fabrication. According to the measured results, the antenna array has
a good match and a stable endfire radiation pattern over the operating
band from 4 to 10.5 GHz with the measured gain varying from 10.1 to
13.5 dBi.

Index Terms— Air-substrate, all metal, broadband, endfire antenna,
high gain, parallel strip line, planar.

I. INTRODUCTION

Planar endfire antennas with wideband and high gain have been
investigated frequently in response to the growing requirements
of broadband long distance wireless applications. The Yagi-Uda
antenna is a classic high-gain endfire antenna. It has been the
subject of exhaustive analytical and experimental studies in the
open literature [1]–[4]. The typical geometry of the Yagi-Uda
antenna is depicted in Fig. 1(a), which consists of a number of
directors, a driver element, and a reflector [5]. To enlarge the
impedance bandwidth, it is essential to adopt a wideband transition
structure to excite the driver element [6]–[10]. A multi-resonant [6]
or self-complementary driver element [7] would be good for a
lager operating bandwidth. By optimizing the configuration of the
reflector [8], [9], the unidirectional radiation characteristics are
improved over a broad frequency band. Although wide bandwidths
were achieved by the antennas in [6]–[10], the numbers of the
parasitic directors are small, which leads to a somewhat low gain.

The most recognized structure of the log-periodic antenna [5] is
illustrated in Fig. 1(b). It consists of one feed line and a sequence of
side-by-side radiating elements with certain-growth-rate lengths along
the radiating aperture. As the frequency increases, the role of active
elements passes from the longer to the shorter elements [11]–[15],
realizing a broad impedance match property. As a result, it is observed
that partial radiating aperture is used at each frequency point.
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Fig. 1. Geometries of (a) typical Yagi-Uda antenna, (b) typical log-periodic
antenna, and (c) proposed antenna array.

To increase the gain, the antenna with clamped mode was demon-
strated in [16], which enlarges the width of the radiating aperture.
By adding several parasitic directors on the front of the log-periodic
antenna, the radiating aperture length could be expanded to improve
the gain [17], [18]. Nevertheless, the antennas in [16]–[18] are with a
relatively short radiating aperture, which restricts the maximum range
of the gain.

Hence, although much research effort has been made, it is still
a challenge to design a high-gain endfire antenna over a wide
bandwidth, owing to the limitation of the radiating aperture length.

In recent years, leaky-wave antennas with large radiating aperture
length fed by substrate integrated waveguide (SIW) [19], [20] or
air-substrate microstrip line [21]–[24] have sparked considerable
interest. With a small coupling level between the radiating elements
and feeding structure, they could readily obtain an approximately
uniform magnitude distribution, which is suitable for the realization
of high gain. Nevertheless, since the operating mode in the SIW of the
antennas in [19] and [20] is the dispersive TE10 mode, the main beam
direction varies drastically versus frequency. Although the antennas
in [21]–[24] works on a nondispersive TEM mode, the main beam
direction deviates from the endfire direction due to the limited ground
plane and because the operating bandwidths are relatively narrow due
to the unstable coupling level of the radiating elements.

Inspired by the works in [19]–[24], in this communication,
we propose a novel endfire antenna array fed by an air-substrate
parallel strip line. The simplified geometry of the proposed antenna
array is distinctly different from the Yagi-Uda antenna or log-
periodic antenna, as plotted in Fig. 1(c). Fed by the parallel strip
line, the antenna array could be designed with a large radiating
aperture length to enlarge the gain. Working on the TEM mode, the
air-substrate parallel strip line provides a moderate phase velocity
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Fig. 2. Geometry and reflection magnitude of the radiating element.

for endfire radiation. With a dense arrangement of the radiating
elements, high-order spatial harmonics are restrained to ensure
the single beam radiation. By adopting multiple identical radiating
elements with stable and suitable coupling level, the radiating
aperture has an almost equal magnitude distribution over a broad
bandwidth. Consequently, the proposed antenna array achieves the
properties of broadband, high-gain, and stable radiation pattern.
In Section II, the design considerations, operating principles, and
performance analyses are systematically investigated. In Section III,
a prototype is fabricated and measured to verify the design strategy.

II. DESIGN AND ANALYSIS

A. Geometry of the Antenna Array

The geometry and the reflection magnitude of a bowtie-shaped
dipole antenna are illustrated in Fig. 2. When excited at the center,
the first (around 3.3 GHz) and third (around 11.4 GHz) resonances of
the dipole antenna are well matched, whereas the second resonance
is not energized effectively. Between the first and third resonances,
the dipole antenna has a high input impedance. A high-impedance
radiating element only couples a small amount of energy from the
parallel strip line and allows most energy traveling along, which is
the desired merit for the radiating elements design in the leaky-wave
antenna [25], [26]. As shown in Fig. 2, the reflection magnitude of the
dipole antenna is relatively stable with an average value of −2.7 dB
over the bandwidth from 4 to 10.5 GHz. Thus, the proposed dipole
antenna working between the first and third resonances is adopted in
the antenna array as the radiating element.

The antenna array consists of 37 identical radiating elements and an
air-substrate parallel strip line, as plotted in Fig. 3. It has a planar and
simple structure, which could be fabricated by thin metallic plates.
Two SMA connectors are added on the two ends of the parallel strip
line as the feed ports. To reduce the effect of the discontinuities
between the parallel strip line and SMA connectors, tapered structures
are applied. As shown in Fig. 3, all of the identical radiating elements
are arranged in a line. The radiating elements are center-fed, and
arms of each element are connected to corresponding parallel strip
lines. The dimensions of the antenna array are given in Table I in
detail.

B. Design Procedure

The design of the proposed antenna could be separated into two
independent parts: 1) optimizing the dimension of the radiating

Fig. 3. Geometry of the antenna array.

TABLE I

DIMENSION OF THE ANTENNA ARRAY

elements and 2) matching the parallel strip line
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From Fig. 4, it is noted that increasing the length L E and width
WE could both make the frequency response of the radiating element
shift to a lower frequency band. Therefore, the radiating element with
a larger width WE is preferred by the antenna array, because it has
a smaller length L E , which could miniaturize the dimension of the
antenna array. However, if the width WE is too large, the front-
to-back ratio and endfire gain of the antenna array might be bad.
When the radiating elements are periodically placed along the parallel
strip line, the periodicity might introduce high-order space harmonics,
which could be graphically illustrated based on (1) [5]. Equation (1)
corresponds to the array factor of a uniform array. To simplify the
analysis, the element number N is selected as 37 and the wavenumber
k is chosen as k0. The beam directions of the different space
harmonics could be calculated by (2) [27]. As shown in Fig. 5, when
the radiating element separation P is larger than 0.5 wavelength,
the n = −1 space harmonic begins to coexist with the fundamental
(n = 0) space harmonic. By increasing the period P, the beam related
to the n = −1 space harmonic swings up from backward endfire
toward broadside. Thereby, as a compromise, the WE = 8 mm and
period P = 10 mm are adopted by the antenna array to achieve a
solely fundamental space harmonic over the entire operating band
from 4 to 10.5 GHz.

To constrain the electric field concentrating in the parallel strip
line to reduce the undesired radiating, the height H should be
small. Besides, for the parallel strip line itself, it should obtain
a good match alone. Hence, as exhibited in Table I, the height
H = 2 mm, which is 0.087 wavelength at the highest operating
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Fig. 4. Reflection magnitudes of the radiating elements with different
(a) lengths L E or (b) widths WE .

Fig. 5. Normalized array factors with different periods P , where +y-axis is
corresponding to +90◦.

frequency point of 10.5 GHz, and the width W is optimized as
10 mm. The performance of the parallel strip line is illustrated
in Fig. 6. The reflection magnitude is lower than −14.5 dB and
the transmission magnitude is higher than −1.15 dB from 4 to
10.5 GHz. After adding the radiating elements on the parallel strip
line, the normalized phase constant of the antenna array versus
frequency is exhibited in Fig. 7. For a comparison, the phase
constants in free space, of the theoretical Hansen–Woodyard (H-
W) condition [28], and on the antenna array are shown together.
By utilizing the air-substrate parallel strip line as the feed structure,

Fig. 6. S-parameters of the parallel strip line with or without the radiating
elements.

Fig. 7. Normalized phase constant versus frequency.

the fundamental space harmonic of the antenna array is TEM mode.
Because of the addition of the radiating elements, the phase con-
stant β of the antenna array is perturbed somewhat in value. However,
the phase constant of the antenna array is still stable versus frequency
and moderate for the endfire radiation. Besides, according to the
solution in [26], a slightly large phase constant could improve the
directivity.

As depicted in Fig. 6, compared with the parallel strip line alone,
most of the portion of the array’s reflection magnitude remains lower
than −10 dB, whereas the transmission magnitude of the antenna
array drops significantly due to the coupling of the radiating element.
Because the radiating elements do not dramatically influence the
match of the parallel strip line, the two parts could be designed and
optimized independently.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The fabricated prototype of the antenna array is presented in Fig. 8.
It is made using two 0.5 mm thick copper plates and two SMA
connectors. In the assembly, a 2 mm thick foam is used as a support
in the parallel strip line. The antenna array and the foam are taped
firmly together. In the measured setup, Port 1 is fed and Port 2
is connected with a matching load. The vector network analyzer
(N9917A, 45 MHz–18 GHz) is adopted to measure the S-parameters,
and a far-field anechoic chamber is employed to measure the gain and
radiation pattern.

As illustrated in Fig. 9, the simulated reflection magnitude is
lower than −10 dB from 4 to 11 GHz, and the measured reflection
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Fig. 8. Prototype of the antenna array.

Fig. 9. Simulated and measured S-parameters of the antenna array.

Fig. 10. Simulated and measured endfire gains, and simulated radiation
efficiency of the antenna array.

magnitude is lower than −10 dB from the 3.5 to 11 GHz. Since
the energy in the parallel strip line is effectively coupled by the
radiating elements, from −3.5 to 11 GHz, the simulated transmission
coefficient is lower than −5 dB, and the measured transmission
coefficient is lower than −5.5 dB. The endfire gain and the efficiency
of the antenna array are depicted in Fig. 10. It is found that
the simulated and measured gains are relatively stable, which are
higher than 10.1 dBi over the entire operating bandwidth from
4 to 10.5 GHz. The simulated maximum gain is 13.3 dBi at the
frequency of 8.25 GHz, and the measured maximum gain 13.5 dBi
at the frequency of 7.5 GHz. The simulated −1 and −3 dB gain
bandwidths of the antenna array are 58.6% and 89.7%, respectively.
The measured −1 and −3 dB gain bandwidths of the antenna array
are 55.2% and 81.4%, respectively. Similar to the typical leaky-
wave antenna arrays [19], [20], [29], the coupling between the
radiating elements and parallel strip line is adjusted to a low level

Fig. 11. Simulated and measured normalized radiation patterns on E-plane
(yoz plane) and H-plane (xoy plane) at the frequencies of (a) and (b) 4 GHz,
(c) and (d) 6 GHz, (e) and (f) 8 GHz, and (g) and (h) 10 GHz.

to improve the magnitude distribution on the radiating aperture [25],
[26]. Furthermore, the loading influence of the radiating elements
on the parallel strip line decreases, which is good for realizing
a broad operating bandwidth. However, due to the low coupling
level, more energy is absorbed by Port 2, leading to total efficiency
reduction. Because the antenna array is designed and fabricated
with an all-metal structure, the total efficiency is approximately
calculated by

Total efficiency = 1 − |S11|2 − |S12|2. (3)

As shown in Fig. 10, the simulated total efficiency of the antenna
array varies from 0.67 to 0.84 over the operating bandwidth.
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TABLE II

COMPARISON OF THE BANDWIDTH AND THE ENDFIRE GAIN

The simulated and measured normalized radiation patterns of the
antenna array on E-plane (yoz plane) and H-plane (xoy plane) are
depicted in Fig. 11. To evaluate the radiation performance, the
radiation patterns at 4, 6, 8, and 10 GHz are chosen for presentation.
With the increase in the frequency, the effective radiating aperture
length and the phase constant of the antenna array increase, leading
to a narrower beamwidth and a higher sidelobe level [24]. Because
of the small radiating element separation P (P ≈ 0.35 wavelength
at the highest operating frequency of 10.5 GHz) and the moderate
phase constant β, the antenna array has a good front-to-back ratio
level. From Fig. 11, the simulated and measured cross-polarization
discriminations are both higher than 16.5 dB on the endfire direction,
and the simulated and measured front-to-back ratios are both higher
than 11.5 dB. When the frequency point changes from 4 to 10 GHz,
the simulated half-power beam widths (HPBWs) on E-plane and
H-plane vary from 39◦ to 12◦ and from 47◦ to 14◦, respectively,
and the measured HPBWs on E-plane and H-plane vary from 38◦
to 11◦ and from 40◦ to 14◦, respectively. The slight difference
between the simulated and measured results might be attributed to
the fabrication and assembly errors. However, they are still in good
agreement.

The comparison of the dimensions and performances between the
proposed antenna array and the antennas for the same purpose in the
open literature is presented in Table II, where front-to-back ratio is
achieved at the center frequency f0, and εr is the dielectric constant
of the material filling in the antenna. From Table II, with a longer
radiating aperture, the proposed antenna array has a higher gain
than the other antennas. Moreover, because 1) the radiating elements
obtain the energy from the parallel strip line with a stable coupling
level; 2) the small period P constrains the antenna array existing
solely fundamental space harmonic; and 3) the air-substrate parallel
strip line provides a moderate phase constant β for the antenna array,
the proposed antenna array achieves a broad operating bandwidth and
a high front-to-back ratio as well.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this communication, we focus our attention on realizing a
planar endfire antenna for wideband and high-gain applications.
By designing a large radiating aperture, adopting the air-substrate
parallel strip line as the feed structure and optimizing the dimension
of the radiating element, a novel antenna array with a simple and
planar configuration is designed. It obtains a good match and a stable
endfire radiation with a high front-to-back ratio over the operating
bandwidth from 4 to 10.5 GHz. The endfire gain of the antenna
array varies from 10.1 to 13.5 dBi. Since the antenna array could
be fabricated by thin metallic plates, it attains the advantages of
lightweight, low cost, and easy fabrication. Considering the merits

mentioned above, the antenna array is a potential candidate for the
broadband long-distance wireless applications with the demand of the
endfire radiation.
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